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SignaRoad® by Signature Systems is an 
innovative access system for creating 
temporary roadways in even the harshest 
terrain. The speed and ease of installation 
makes it an absolute winner for use on 
fast moving infrastructure projects.

SignaRoad® mats measure 3m x 2m 
and are made from an ultra-tough 
HDPE composite plastic. They are ideal 
for creating large access roads for 
heavier plant.

These tough and durable mats feature 
overlapping flanges to give total support 
on soft ground. They are connected 
together with special camlock fixings, 
which makes them quick and easy to 
assemble on site.  

SignaRoad® trackway is a sound 
investment for civil engineering 
companies to purchase for long 
term projects. It is also available 
for hire for self-installation, or as a 
fully installed service, and can be 
delivered nationwide.
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Subject to firm, dry ground conditions, SignaRoad® mats are usually comfortable with vehicles up to 
60 tonnes UDL (Uniformly Distributed Load). Heavier vehicles up to 100 tonnes may be used with 
caution for short term access in dry weather. However, it is the user’s responsibility to assess the 
load-bearing capacity of the ground, and to only operate vehicles within the weight that the ground 
is capable of safely supporting.

GroundGuards Ltd accepts no liability whatsoever for any damage, loss or injury arising from the 
ground conditions on which these products are used. SignaRoad® mats are not suitable to use for 
bridging purposes. Damage caused by mechanical equipment (e.g. cuts by digger buckets) or sharp 
protrusions beneath the mats, or from falling objects, is not covered by guarantee.

Overall Size:    
3040mm x 2110mm x 64mm

Surface Size:    
2810mm x 1870mm

Surface Area:  
5.25m²

SignaRoad® by Signature Systems

Weight:  
225kg

Packed in:  
90 mats per 40’ ISO container

Material:  
HDPE plastic, fully recyclable

Compressional Strength: 
400 psi

Connectors:  
Flanges with 10 camlocks


